“A monumental day for the UAB Department of Athletics”

UAB athletics president Jeff George Jr. talked about the future of UAB Athletics as the UAB Blazers officially joined the American Athletic Conference.

More UAB news

For more news and events, visit uab.edu/reporter.

Use these tips to protect yourself from travel scams

online security expert Ragib Hasan, Ph.D., on the latest tricks and how to avoid them.

Make sure your summer vacation does not become a travel nightmare with advice from

Learn to use the Quality Matters Rubric

Discover how to use the Quality Matters Rubric to review online and blended course design during two half-day virtual workshops 9 a.m.-1 p.m. July 19-20. Attendance at both sessions is required for credit;

Eating healthy with no time and no money

Laura is an UDRP EFA for 2023-2024, along with many others across the campus. What does this mean for UAB?

Field carries care in Dribble the past 2 years

Celebrating outstanding patient care

UAB offers one of the rare opportunities for patients to meet and interact with the doctors and nurses who cared for them in the hospital. Each month, UAB Medicine recognizes the accomplishments of 100 UAB employees to support employee development.

What’s next from the Staff Council?

Navy pilot叶晨曦 comments on a service-based curriculum, and provides a $1,500 stipend. The Office of Service Learning and Undergraduate Research is accepting applications for the 2023-2024 Faculty Fellows cohort, a one-year program that helps faculty to develop a research- or service-based curriculum, and provides a $1,500 stipend.

Applications for Faculty Fellows close soon

To share, use the

Join Google executives and AI experts for focus groups July 25

UAB IT will host executive leaders from Google and AI experts for a series of meetings focused on artificial intelligence and its potential for academics, research and medicine. Meetings are open to UAB employees.

Join Google executives and AI experts for focus groups July 25

Shelby County mayor Lee Harris was just one of the leaders who participated.

Research & learning

One more thing

Register online

Save money on goods and services with UAB Perks

Employees can get discounts at venues such as the Georgia Aquarium and from retailers and service providers through the UAB Perks program.

Research & learning

Eating healthy with no time and no money
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Celebrating outstanding patient care

Update on Childhood Vaccines: Getting Ready for School!

Beat the heat and get your child fully vaccinated this summer.

Register online
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